Keyboard Shortcuts in iOS 9 With An External Keyboard

There’s some handy keyboard shortcuts that have been added to iOS 9 that can make you work more efficiently if you are using an external keyboard.

For example:
- COMMAND+TAB swaps you between running apps (just like in OSX)
- COMMAND+SPACE is for a spotlight search
- COMMAND+SHIFT+H will go to the Home screen

**In Mail you can use:**
- COMMAND+N to create a new message
- COMMAND+SHIFT+D sends the message
- COMMAND+R replies to the current selected message
- COMMAND+SHIFT+R replies to all
- COMMAND+F forwards the current message
- COMMAND+SHIFT+N gets new mail
- DELETE deletes the current message
- COMMAND+SHIFT+J makes the current message as ‘junk’
- COMMAND+SHIFT+L flags the current message for follow up
- COMMAND+UP / DOWN ARROW moves to the next or previous message

**In Safari:**
- COMMAND+R Reloads the current page
- COMMAND+F search within the current page
- COMMAND+L to go to a specific URL
- COMMAND+T to create a new browser tab
- COMMAND+W closes the current browser tab
- CTRL+TAB move forward between tabs
- CTRL+SHIFT+TAB moves backwards between tabs

**NOTE:** Some of these keyboard shortcuts are context sensitive, so won’t be available in particular situations.

You can see a list of available keyboard shortcuts at any time in iOS 9 by pressing and holding the COMMAND key.

**NOTE:** Some lists have multiple pages of shortcut keys.
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